
TIRE RECYCLING FEE CLASSIFICATION 

CLASSIFICATION 
TRF ($) 

+ GST
TIRE TYPES DEFINITION 

PLT 
PASSENGER 

CAR / LIGHT TRUCK 
Rim Sizes 8”- 30” 

$4.00 

 Passenger Car (P), Light Truck Tires (LT)
 Small RV, Trailer and Utility Trailer Tires
 Motorcycle, All Terrain Vehicle and Golf Cart

Tires
 Lawn and Garden Equipment
 Forklift, Skid Steer, Press-on Solids, and Front

Tractor and Implement Tires up to a
maximum 16” rim

 Passenger Tires (P) are designed for use on passenger cars, light trucks, small RV’s and
multipurpose passenger vehicles, including sport utility vehicles and crossover utility vehicles

 Codes found on the sidewall of Passenger and Light Truck tires are (P) Passenger and (LT)
Light Truck; Temporary Spares are marked (T) Temporary

 Includes all tires specifically designed for on/off highway motorcycles, motorcycle sidecars,
motor bikes, mopeds, mini-cycles, golf carts and all-terrain vehicles (ATV)

 RV Trailer and Utility Trailer tires are marked (ST) Special Trailer
 Includes pneumatic Forklift tires, Press-on Solid tires, Bobcat/Skid Steer tires measuring 16”

and under
 Includes Free Rolling Farm and Implement tires deemed for use on farm equipment up to a

maximum 16” rim size
 Tires are usually identified with the sidewall marked (IMP) Implement

MTRK 
MEDIUM TRUCK 
Rim Sizes 15”- 24.5” 

$14.00 

 All tires not marked “LT” or “ST”
 Semi and Industrial Truck Tires
 Wide Base Skid Steer and Loader Tires 17.5”

rim and larger
 Forklift, Skid Steer, Press-on Solids and Front

Tractor and Implement Tires 16.1” rim and
larger

 Includes drive wheel tires used on tractors and combine equipment. These tires are normally
identified with a sidewall marking (R) Radial Ply or (HF) High Flotation and are 16.1”-20”

*Also commonly known as Commercial Truck Tires - Truck and Bus tires including 
Wide Base or Heavy Truck tires designed for truck/bus applications and larger (RV) 
Recreational vehicle tires not marked (P) or (LT) Passenger or Light Truck 

AG 
AGRICULTURAL TIRES 

Rim Sizes 24” - 54” 

$25.00 
 Agriculture (All Rear & Front Wheel Drive)

Tires
 Rubber Tracks on Agricultural Equipment

 These tires include ALL Rear and Front Wheel Drive tires classified as Agriculture tires
 Tires are designated with one of the following sidewall markings R-1/R-1W/R-2/R-3/

R-4/HF1/HR2/HF3/HF4

OTR I 
OFF THE ROAD/MINING 

Medium Types 
(Rim Sizes up to and including 

23.5” - 25”) 

$57.00 

 Off-the-Road, Mining, Earthmover,
Construction Tires within classification up to
and including 23.5-25” Tires

 Forestry Tires
 Rubber Tracks on Industrial Equipment

 Tires used on tree harvesting equipment and are normally identified with a sidewall marking
with suffix letters (LS) Logger/Skidder, Backhoe

 Includes OTR Mining, Earthmover (E), Construction (C), Grader (G) Industrial (IND) and
Aircraft tires up to and including size 23.5-25” tires

OTR II 
OFF-THE ROAD/MINING 

Larger Types 
(Rim Sizes 26.5-25” up to 39”) 

$140.00 
 Off-the-Road, Mining, Earthmover,

Construction Tires over 23.5”- 25” to a
maximum rim size of 39”

 Includes OTR Mining, Earthmover (E), Construction (C), Forestry (F), Industrial (IND), and
other on/off highway tires over the size of 23.5-25”

*OTR tires that exceed 39” rim are not part of the scrap tire program – no recycling 
fee applicable and no disposal service provided 

EXCLUSIONS 
Not included in recycling program: Any tire with a rim size 7” or less or greater than 39”, wheelbarrow 
tires, snowmobile/quad tracks, bicycle or electric bike tires, recapped and retreaded tires, tire tubes, 

wheelchair/electric mobility aid tires 

PLEASE NOTE 
Fees also apply to disposal of scrap tires not accompanied by a new tire sale, 

and warranty replacement tires 
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